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INTRODUCTION

SPACE BUSD is an investment platform developed by group of genuine individuals

and have run multiple successful investment portfolio earlier. This is their latest

sustainable staking project. Among all others such projects this is one of its kind

due to unique and supportive business model associated to it. SPACE BUSD funding

won’t just be generated through investors, but it’ll have a proper fund allocation

through lottery business model which will make it sustainable with high growth

potential.

 .

BUSINESS MODEL AND OFFERINGS OVERVIEW

SPACE BUSD is offering multiple investment option through its channel which

are associated to attractive gains of various levels.

Model A - SPACE BUSD Investment: Anyone making an investment in SPACE

BUSD will get fixed 16% daily ROI on principle value with a lower investment

ceiling of BUSD 50.

 

Model B - Lucky Draws: This method is based on fully automated blockchain

embedded lucky draws which offers the following rewards

• Silver Lottery (BUSD 30 Reward) – Racking up 6 entries with a

value of BUSD 5 each will have a fortunate lucky winner

• Gold Lottery (BUSD 50 Reward) – Racking up 5 entries with a value

of BUSD 10 each will have a fortunate lucky winner

• Diamond Lottery (BUSD 200 Reward) – Racking up 4 entries with a

value of BUSD 50 each will have a fortunate lucky winner



SPACE BUSD OVERVIEW

SPACE BUSD investment model require mandatory rewards claim in 24 hours and

next ROI cycle will be dependent of earlier reward claims. SBUSD encourage

investors to reinvest their profitability after withdrawal to generate maximum ROI

thus allowing weekly rewards withdrawal to 50%.

This model will have a withdrawal fee of 10%.

 

DAILY ROI – FIXED 16 PERCENT RETURN

It’s a sustainable business portfolio with high growth potentials offering a fix

reward of daily 16%. Across all such projects, very few of them have offered

any such high fix rewards. Return cycle will be based on first initial

investment and any investment in between the 7 days cycle will be

considered in alignment with first cycle thus allowing withdrawal earlier

then 7 days for second investment.

SPACE BUSD RETURNS – QUICK MATCH

ROI as will be as shown below

Days Principal Investment Total Inv



REWARD CLAIM

It is mandatory to claim rewards through reward claim button every 24 hours.

Once the daily rewards are claimed then the next reward cycle will begin.

UNSTAKE

UNSTAKE option will be available to all investors for the time till they

recover their investment through straight 16% daily ROI to make it easier for

them in case if they consider withdrawing from the Dino BUSD and a fee

will be deducted for earlier contract termination. As soon as the principal

amount is recovered, UNSTAKE option will grayed out, but investors will

continue to receive their return as usual and will continue to claim them in

24 hours’ time frame.

REFERRALS

One time return of 10% of principal investment value will be added in “Referral

Reward” section upon referral investment which can be withdrawn directly as

referral rewards.

RETURN CYCLE

Investors will be generating 5 times of their principal value throughout the return

cycle before it gets terminated. For example, return cycle based on BUSD 100 will

ends once the investors generate BUSD 500 (5 times) as a return. In order the get

further returns, a new investment will be required.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT CALCULATOR

Return on investment calculator has been provided to make it easy to understand

that how much return will be generated on daily, weekly, and monthly basis on

any specific set of investment. It’ll be easier for investors to understand the return

cycle.



LOTTERY OVERVIEW

Blockchain embedded lucky draws-based reward will be an automated

blockchain activity which will occur once the accumulated entry levels are

reached, and it’ll be a continues business activity. This business model will be

independent and will not require any pre-investment in SPACE BUSD.

Immediate withdraws will also be available and investors can invest in SPACE BUSD
with ROI of 16% per day which will increase the profitability.

 

This business model is completely dependent of accumulative entries to

draws and whenever number of entries will reach the required count, it will

have an automatic winner. All three reward models have different level of

entries & benefits.

LOTTERY REWARDS - QUICK MATH

Lottery rewards will be as below

30% lottery draw value will be allocated to DINO BUSD contract.
 
LOTTERY WINNER’S INFORMATION
On real time basis, we’ll be showing last 15 winners on our website, and it’ll
continuously be updated.



ROADMAP

SPACE BUSD will be launching a roulette game which is popular all over the world.

Players can expect to win big rewards and have lots of fun. The roulette is one of

the SPACE BUSD incentives to keep our mining platform highly sustainable.

SPACE Busd will also launch a varieties of other cool and classy games which will be

on our platforms to attract engagements throughout the crypto ecosystem.

SPACE BUSD wallet and mobile application is right around the corner as our team

working non-stop to boost user experience which will be accessible through IOS and

Android.

Keep your fingers crossed.

MARKETING :SPACE BUSD will be marketed throughout the crypto world through various

channels such as YouTube, influencer marketing, referrals program, reddit, google

ads.

Our aim is to reach as many investors as we can through such channels to make

sure every investor who associates with us, not just get the return but we also

retain them. At some specific point of time, we might be considering the various

give aways on different criteria set such as, high investment value, oldest investors

etc.

AUDIT :SPACE BUSD & Lottery contracts will be audited from reputed audit organization

because we believe on clarity, and we want our investors to be sure of our business

model and its sustainability.

DEPOSIT & WITHDRAWAL FEES

On every deposit, following fees of 6% will be applicable with following breakdown

•2% Developer Fees

-4% Marketing Fees

On every withdrawal there will be a fee of 10% FOR MARKETING

Lottery & games reward will have a deduction of 30% with following breakdown

22% allocated to main contract

8% Marketing Fees

Referral reward will be 10% and will be immediately withdrawable.



CONCLUSIONS
It is a sustainable business portfolio with high growth potentials
offering a fix daily
reward of 16%. Across all such projects, very few of them has
ever offered such high
fixed rewards. SPACE BUSD is a sustainable business model
and it’ll have primary
fund allocation plus lottery rewards will also contribute 30% of
winning values in
contract. This will increase not just the allocated value but also
will make it
sustainable as compared to others. SPACE BUSD won’t be
relying on its investors
only but will also make sure that proper funds allocation in
channelized through
proper supportive business model.


